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Summary

1. There is relatively little information on how evolutionary processes that alter genetic variation

in a focal species may affect interactions with other species, impact the structure or function of

the community and ecosystem, and affect evolutionary feedbacks among interacting species

through time.

2. Because evolution can occur at ecological time-scales, it is important to understand how

major selective events, such as climatic changes, can impact the community of interacting species

and ecosystem processes by changing intraspecific genetic variation.

3. The evidence linking genetic variation and evolution to community change and feedbacks has

arisen from several different approaches whose results have not been synthesized into one con-

ceptual framework, and whose commonalities may not be fully understood.

4. This review synthesizes several different experimental approaches on how evolution may

impact communities and ecosystems and focuses on five main issues: (i) the genetic basis to com-

munities and ecosystems; (ii) the community and ecosystem consequences of among-population

genetic differentiation; (iii) the role of local adaptation and co-evolution; (iv) the effects of trans-

generational feedbacks and the eco-evo dynamic and; (v) the integration of community and eco-

system genetics and multi-level selection.

5. Evolution can alter intraspecific genetic variation to affect indirect genetic effects and feed-

backs. Future studies should investigate how communities and ecosystems are affected when

evolution causes the strength of feedbacks to change.

Key-words: co-evolution, community and ecosystem genetics, eco-evo interactions, feedbacks,

genes to ecosystems, genetic differentiation, genetic variation, multi-level selection, Price

equation

Introduction

An important current issue in community and ecosystem

genetics research is determining the relevance of intraspe-

cific genetic variation (i.e. polymorphism) and genetic differ-

entiation (i.e. divergence) (Table 1) to ecological and

evolutionary processes at the community and ecosystem

level. Intraspecific genetic variation in a focal species not

only affects the composition of associated communities, but

can cause community members to evolve in response to

genetic differentiation across the focal species’ range, which

provides a strong argument for the necessity of considering

intraspecific genetic variation in ecological studies. The

genetic analysis of ecological and evolutionary interactions

involving multiple species may seem complicated, because

community and ecosystem phenotypes represent complex

traits related to genetically based interactions among spe-

cies, and because abiotic and biotic environmental variation

have a large effect on their expression. However, in both

controlled common garden environments and across broad

biogeographic regions, genetic variation in one species can

have predictable and heritable effects on associated commu-

nities and ecosystems (Whitham et al. 2003, 2006; Johnson

& Stinchcombe 2007; Bangert et al. 2008; Bailey et al. 2009;

Johnson, Vellend & Stinchcombe 2009). It is crucial that we

further our understanding of these processes, because when

genetic variation in one species drives the expression of

community and ecosystem phenotypes, selection can alter
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that genetic variation, resulting in evolution in one species

which will further affect associated communities and eco-

systems (Bailey et al. 2011).

The attempt to understand how evolution acts on genetic

variation within a species to affect associated communities is

not a new endeavour – for decades, both ecologists and evolu-

tionary biologists have been interested in understanding how

evolution in one species affects other species in the commu-

nity (e.g. Pimentel 1961, 1968; Janzen 1980; Reznick & Endler

1982; Antonovics 1992; Thompson 1998; Grant & Grant

2002; Whitham et al. 2006). For example, Pimentel (1968)

proposed that evolution in one species could regulate the pop-

ulation of another through a ‘genetic feedback mechanism’

through which the selective pressure on host plants increases

with herbivore densities, causing changes in the genetic

makeup of the host populations such that they become more

resistant. This change, in turn, imposes selection on herbi-

vores to overcome plant resistance. Moreover, it has been

clearly shown that evolution can occur at ecologically rele-

vant time-scales (Thompson 1998; Hendry & Kinnison 1999;

Bohannan&Lenski 2000; Kinnison &Hendry 2001; Grant &

Grant 2002; Yoshida et al. 2003; Hairston et al. 2005) and

this observation is a unifying element to every approach link-

ing ecology and evolution, including the geographic mosaic

theory of co-evolution (Thompson 1999), diffuse co-evolution

(Janzen 1980; Fox 1981; Herrera 1982; Strauss, Sahli & Con-

nor 2005;Wade 2007), community heritability (Whitham et al.

2003, 2006; Shuster et al. 2006), and eco-evo feedbacks (Post

& Palkovacs 2009). This has important implications because

it suggests that major selective events such as climate change,

increased habitat fragmentation, and species invasions can

have extended ecological consequences by changing intraspe-

cific genetic variation.While rapid evolution has already been

incorporated into invasion biology through the ‘evolution of

increased competitive ability’ hypothesis (see review by Boss-

dorf et al. 2005) and the ‘hybridization increases invasiveness’

hypothesis (see review by Ellstrand & Schierenbeck 2000) the

demonstration that rapid evolution can alter species interac-

tions and ecosystem properties has broad implications that

are not commonly addressed in many other subfields of ecol-

ogy including conservation biology, plant-pollinator interac-

tions, and restoration ecology.

Although decades of research clearly shows that intraspe-

cific genetic variation has community-level consequences, the

extent to which evolutionary forces change genetic variation

in one species and affect associated communities, and

whether these changes feed back to affect the original species,

is less clear. One conceptual model for understanding the

extended effects of evolution acting on intraspecific genetic

variation involves expanding Lewontin’s (1974) representa-

tion of population genetic transformations occurring in geno-

type and phenotype space to include another level of

‘community space’ (Fig. 1). In this diagram, ‘spaces’ repre-

sent a set of possible values for genotypes, phenotypes, and

communities, respectively, and arrows represent the ‘transfor-

mations’ between different spaces. For example, the transfor-

mation beginning in genotype space and ending in phenotype

space represents the results of different genotypes developing

in various environments (Lewontin 1974). In the expanded

version the transformation beginning in phenotype space and

ending in community space represents the community pheno-

type of genes being expressed by the species of interest. In this

model, we assume that all community-level effects of geno-

type are mediated through the expressed phenotypes. In some

systems, intraspecific genetic variation may have little or no

effect on associated communities (Fig. 1a), suggesting that

other ecological factors determine community composition.

For example, Tack et al. (2010) reported that insect commu-

nities associated with Quercus robur were determined more

by an environmental factor, spatial connectivity, than by

Table 1. Lexicon of terms used in this reviewwhich are commonly used in ecological genetics studies

All home and away An experimental design in which common gardens are established at every location from which individuals

were collected

Co-evolution Evolutionary changes in traits of one population followed by an evolutionary change in traits of a second

population to the first

Common garden An experimental design in which environmental differences are minimized by planting all individuals in a

common site

Community heritability The degree to which genetically related individuals support similar communities and drive similar ecosystem

processes

Community and

ecosystem phenotypes

The effects of genes on levels of organization above the population; occur due to species interactions in which

the genes of one species affect the phenotype of the other species

Diffuse co-evolution Selection imposed reciprocally by one species on another is dependent on the presence or absence of other species

Eco-evo feedback Reciprocal interactions between ecology and evolution in which populations alter their environment and

those changes subsequently affect the evolution of the population

Feedback Change in fitness of an organism due to its alteration of its biotic and abiotic environments

Genetic cline A gradual change in allele frequencies across a portion of a species’ geographic range

Genetic differentiation

or divergence

Genetic differences between populations across the geographic range of a species

Indirect genetic effect Genotype of one individual affects the phenotype and fitness of an associated conspecific individual

Interspecific indirect

genetic effect

Environmental influences on the phenotype of one species are due to expression of genes in another species

Local adaptation Higher fitness, within a given habitat, of individuals born in that habitat relative to individuals from other

habitats
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host-plant genotype. When intraspecific genetic variation

does affect associated communities, then evolution can lead

to changes in the associated community (Fig. 1b), repre-

sented by transformations between the phenotype and com-

munity spaces. Transformations can also begin in community

space and end in phenotype space, if the community repre-

sents an environmental factor driving differences in an organ-

ism’s phenotype independent of genetics (Fig. 1c). In some

cases, evolution in a community context will feed back to

affect the fitness and performance of the focal species

(Fig. 1d). In this case, the transformation in phenotype space

(dashed arrow) is primarily driven by the transformation in

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Fig. 1. Genetically based feedbacks through which one species alters its associated community, and community changes exert a reciprocal effect

on the fitness of the original species, may occur when a series of conditions are met. In this diagram, ‘spaces’ represent a set of possible values for

genotypes, phenotypes, and communities. Transformations are represented by arrows and refer to changes either within or between spaces; for

example, a transformation beginning in phenotype space and ending in community space represents the community phenotype of genes in the

species of interest. Dashed arrows represent transformations which are driven, at least primarily, by dynamics in another space. G1 andG1¢ repre-
sent the beginning of new generations, while G2 or P2 represents the second value for a genotype or phenotype within a generation. The transfor-

mations involving genotype and phenotype space are (modified from Lewontin 1974): [T1] laws that give the distribution of phenotypes that

result from the development of various genotypes in various environments; [T2] laws ofmating, migration, and natural selection which transform

the distribution of phenotypes within one generation; [T3] relations which allow inference of a distribution of genotypes corresponding with a dis-

tribution of phenotypes; [T4] genetic rules which allow the prediction of genotypes in the next generation, given the array of parental genotypes.

The transformations involving phenotype and community space describe: [T5] the community phenotypes associated with a species based on the

distribution of phenotypes (i.e. community heritability); [T6] environmental factors driving differences in the phenotype of the plant independent

of plant genetics; [T7] the differential fitness values of community members associated with a species which transform the distribution of commu-

nities within one generation; [T8] how changes in community composition feed back to affect the distribution of phenotypes in the species of inter-

est. (a) represents a system in which plant genetic variation does not affect associated communities; (b) represents a system in which plant genetic

variation affects associated communities but there are no feedbacks; (c) represents a system in which the herbivore community drives differences

in a plant’s phenotype; and (d) represents a system in which plant genetic variation affects herbivore communities and these changes feed back to

affect the plant species. Arrows pointing inwards to the boundaries of phenotype and community space are placeholders for extrinsic effects of

the biotic and abiotic environment on expression of phenotypes and community structure.
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community space, which represents natural selection acting

to change the composition of associated communities.

The perspective outlined in Fig. 1 is valuable because

understanding how this range of indirect genetic effects and

feedbacks varies spatially and temporally (e.g. Thompson

2005) in response to abiotic and biotic environmental varia-

tion represents an important frontier. Each of the possibilities

listed above have been detected in different experimental

designs, each with its own strengths and weaknesses, and each

one providing different information about how evolution in

one species may affect community and ecosystem properties

in associated species (Table 2). For example, designs that pro-

vide valuable information about co-evolutionary processes

and feedbacks are considerably more expensive and labour-

intensive than a single-location common garden study, so

investigators should consider the experimental scale at which

their question can be best addressed.

Of all the above approaches, studies examining how feed-

backs affect co-evolution and eco-evo interactions have

received the least attention (but see Lankau & Strauss 2007;

Palkovacs & Post 2008; Palkovacs et al. 2009; Post & Pal-

kovacs 2009; Pregitzer et al. 2010); however, these studies

are crucial to linking ecological and evolutionary processes.

Although ecological feedbacks in natural systems are just

beginning to be formally studied at the genetic level (e.g.

Lankau & Strauss 2007; Pregitzer et al. 2010), studies of

this nature have broad implications to many scientific disci-

plines, some of which currently do not incorporate genetic

variation as a part of their research. Many types of feed-

backs exist, but a common feature is that feedbacks occur

when an organism modifies its abiotic (e.g. increased leaf

area causes decreased ground temperature) or biotic (e.g.

changes in prey community structure due to predation pres-

sure) environment, and that modification in turn affects the

fitness of the organism or other community members (Van

der Putten, Vandijk & Peters 1993; Bever 1994; Jones, Law-

ton & Shachak 1997; Post & Palkovacs 2009). Feedbacks

are fundamental to the co-evolutionary process (Thompson

2005) and local adaptation (Clausen, Keck & Hiesey 1940;

Gandon & Nuismer 2009) because in each of these cases

the interacting species can exert reciprocal fitness conse-

quences. Additionally, feedbacks are an important part of

the maintenance of biodiversity (Bascompte & Jordano

2007; Lankau & Strauss 2007; Duffy & Forde 2009; Laine

2009). For example, in a recent review, Laine (2009)

reported that variation in the strength of feedbacks led to

population-level divergence in the traits of interacting spe-

cies. Finally, there has been virtually no consideration of

the extended consequences of particular feedbacks in com-

munity or ecosystem ecology; for example, if a feedback

alters the fitness and performance of one species, how does

that alter interactions with other species and the ecosystem

services they mediate? Although recent studies have begun

to address the dynamic nature of ecological and evolution-

ary feedbacks (e.g. Lankau & Strauss 2007; Palkovacs &

Post 2008; Pregitzer et al. 2010), a more complete under-

standing of these feedbacks remains a major challenge.T
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As the field of community and ecosystem genetics is cur-

rently focused on documenting the extended effects of

genetic variation in a focal species, this review provides a

broad conceptual framework for understanding how evo-

lution may impact communities and ecosystems. We discuss

five main elements relating to ‘genes to ecosystems’ research,

including: (i) intraspecific genetic variation affects communi-

ties and ecosystems, although these effects can be dependent

on abiotic and biotic environmental context; (ii) evolution in

one species across its native range leads to genetic differenti-

ation which affects associated communities; (iii) genetically

differentiated populations of species can co-evolve interac-

tions with other species which maximize the focal species’ fit-

ness in a given environment; (iv) genetically differentiated

populations can affect the success of subsequent generations

of their offspring and the offspring of other community

members through trans-generational feedbacks; and lastly,

(v) feedbacks may vary in space and time and may be a con-

sequence of the community of interacting species or even the

ecosystem processes that those communities mediate (Lan-

kau & Strauss 2007; Bailey et al. 2009). This suggests that

the relative fitness of any individual may vary depending

upon characteristics of the specific ‘group’ (i.e. population,

community, and ecosystem) to which it belongs and suggests

that concepts associated with multi-level selection may be

useful for understanding the potential impacts of selection

on populations as a consequence of the particular ‘groups’

with which they are associated. In this last section, we use

the Price equation to define mathematically how multi-level

selection may act within the context of the community and

ecosystem. In this review, we attempted to bring together

these five components whose synthesis suggests that if the

evolutionary dynamic in a system changes, then the ecologi-

cal dynamic also likely changes (and vice versa) through

indirect genetic effects and feedbacks, with consequences

that can extend from the phenotype of an individual within

a population to affect associated communities and ecosystem

processes. Our examples largely focus upon plant-herbivore

interactions, but the ideas and conceptual framework pro-

posed are general and may apply to any system.

Genetic basis to communities and ecosystems

Linking genetic variation within species to patterns and pro-

cesses that occur above the population level is critical to

understanding how genetic changes in one species may affect

the ecology of associated species (Bailey et al. in press). One

approach to this problem involves quantifying the predict-

ability of community and ecosystem responses with respect to

genetic factors in a given species. A common experimental

approach to this question has been to collect plants from a

specific population and then to plant all collected specimens

in a ‘common garden’ at one location. Within the common

garden, trait differences across genotypes can be assessed in

the absence of high environmental variation. Common gar-

den studies have been instrumental in building our under-

standing of the extended effects of genotypic variation on

traits at the community (Whitham et al. 2003, 2006; Johnson

& Agrawal 2005; Bailey et al. 2006; Crutsinger et al. 2006;

Johnson, Lajeunesse & Agrawal 2006; Tetard-Jones et al.

2007; see also Fig. 1a), and ecosystem (Whitham et al. 2003,

2006; Crutsinger et al. 2006; Madritch, Donaldson & Lind-

roth 2006; Schweitzer et al. 2008; Pregitzer et al. 2010) level.

However, the effects of genetic variation on associated com-

munities are often context dependent, varying across different

environments [genetic (G) · environment (E) interactions,

e.g. Johnson & Agrawal 2005; Bangert et al. 2008; Bossdorf,

Shuja & Banta 2009] or due to the presence of genetic varia-

tion in other species in addition to non-genetic biotic and abi-

otic environmental effects (G · G · E interactions, e.g.

Tetard-Jones et al. 2007). For example, Tetard-Jones et al.

(2007) manipulated aphid and barley genotypes, and showed

that the presence of rhizobacteria significantly altered the

genotype by genotype interactions between aphids and bar-

ley. Genetic by environment interactions are important

because the context dependency of genetic effects sets up the

possibility of community-level responses to genetic differenti-

ation and local adaptation if a species’ range includes many

different environments. These interactions also suggest that

studies of genetic clines along elevational or latitudinal gradi-

ents could improve our knowledge of how strong the effects

of genetic variation and differentiation are in the context of

varying environmental conditions (Bailey et al. in press).

The higher-level ecological effects of genetic variation were

first termed ‘extended phenotypes’ by Dawkins (1982)

because they are caused by the expression of genes in an indi-

vidual. Extended phenotypes have been further characterized

as community and ecosystem phenotypes, respectively, which

describe the tendency for genetically related individuals to

support similar communities and affect ecosystem processes

in similar ways (Whitham et al. 2003, 2006). A common gar-

den experimental framework allows the estimation of varia-

tion in the community or ecosystem phenotype and the extent

to which it is explained by variation in underlying genetic fac-

tors. The heritability of community phenotypes involves

using traditional diversity indices (i.e. Simpson’s or Shan-

non–Weiner) or an ordination technique to convert multivar-

iate community data (associated with individuals of a focal

species) into a univariate response which can be analyzedwith

standard statistical tools, allowing for the estimation of the

broad sense heritability of community traits (see Johnson &

Agrawal 2005; Shuster et al. 2006; Whitham et al. 2006 for

details). For example, inPopulus spp., the heritability of com-

munities associated with particular genotypes has been esti-

mated as 0Æ56–0Æ63 for arthropod communities and 0Æ70 for

soil microbial communities or microbial pools of nutrients

(Shuster et al. 2006; Schweitzer et al. 2008).

Many investigators argue that community and ecosystem

phenotypes represent complex traits related to variation in

the fitness consequences of indirect genetic effects (IGEs)

among species (Thompson 2005; Shuster et al. 2006; Whi-

tham et al. 2006; Tetard-Jones et al. 2007). In their most

basic form, IGEs are environmental influences of genes in

one individual on the phenotype and fitness of an associated
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conspecific individual (Moore, Brodie & Wolf 1997; Agra-

wal, Brodie & Wade 2001). When IGEs occur between dif-

ferent species, they are referred to as interspecific IGEs

(IIGEs, Shuster et al. 2006; Whitham et al. 2006). Based on

theory outlined by Shuster et al. (2006), genetically based

variation in community phenotypes provides evidence that:

(i) fitness effects arise due to IIGEs, and (ii) through differ-

ential fitness consequences of IIGEs, selection can occur in a

community context. While it has been suggested that a find-

ing of significant community heritability provides evidence

of evolution in a community context, in practice, the rela-

tionship between community heritability and co-evolution

by natural selection is less clear.

For associated species to evolve in response to underlying

plant genetic variation there are four important requirements.

First, plant genotypes have to act as an agent of selection

affecting the fitness and phenotype of the associated species

(described in the preceding paragraphs). Second, the effects

of plant genetic variation on arthropods must be mediated by

genetic variation for arthropod traits (Lewontin 1970). Third,

the variation in arthropod traits must also covary with

arthropod fitness (Lewontin 1970). Fourth, some spatial iso-

lation or other mechanism is required to prevent gene flow

between populations that are evolving in response to different

selective environments (i.e. associations with different host-

plant genotypes). For example, Heschel & Paige (1995)

showed that introducing pollen from a larger population of

scarlet gilia (Ipomopsis aggregata) to a smaller population

was enough to ease extinction risk caused by small population

size, illustrating the well-known principle that even very low

levels of gene flow can have relatively large effects on the

genetic structure of populations (Wright 1931; Hartl & Clark

1997). Although divergent adaptation in the face of gene flow

is possible, and often observed in phytophagous insects (see

reviews by Dres &Mallet 2002; Coyne &Orr 2004; Bolnick &

Fitzpatrick 2007), the conditions are restrictive (Lenormand

2002) and the strength of selection needed to overcome gene

flow might be rare among genotypes of a single host plant

population (but see Van Zandt & Mopper 1998). Immigra-

tion can affect the rate at which arthropod populations

became locally adapted to host plant genotypes. For example,

Tack & Roslin (2010) reported that arthropod abundance

was higher on local genotypes ofQuercus robur, compared to

genotypes transplanted from different parts of the species’

range, when immigration rates were low; however, the oppo-

site pattern was observed (higher arthropod abundance on

transplanted genotypes than local genotypes) when immigra-

tion rates were high. The effects of immigration on commu-

nity heritability are important because most estimates of

community heritability are from within a single common gar-

den site where gene flow among the pool of possible herbivore

populations is not limited. A better understanding of how

genetic variation in one species affects associated community

members requires that experiments are carried out at larger

spatial scales (i.e. along environmental gradients or among

races) such that realistic levels of gene flow can be compared

with the effects of selection.

Community and ecosystem consequences of
among population genetic differentiation

Identifying and understanding genetic differentiation along

specific environmental gradients (Endler 1977; Storfer 1999;

Foster et al. 2007) provides an important tool for addressing

the hypothesis that evolution in one species can lead to

change at the community and ecosystem level. One promis-

ing approach to examining how evolution in one species

leads to change in associated communities and ecosystem

processes involves investigating whether a species is geneti-

cally differentiated across its geographic range and then

determining whether that genetic differentiation has affected

associated communities and ecosystem processes. For exam-

ple, in a 15-year-old plantation forest trial, Barbour et al.

(2009a) found that (i) genetically based variation in Eucalyp-

tus globulus expressed at the race and family level was corre-

lated with differences in the associated arthropod

community; (ii) community divergence among races was cor-

related with leaf physical and chemical traits; and (iii) com-

munity dissimilarity was correlated with neutral marker and

quantitative genetic dissimilarity. Because variation among

populations as well as between families was detected, this

indicates that E. globulus had genetically differentiated

across its range, and that this differentiation had led to

changes in the associated community. This type of experi-

ment is represented in Fig. 1b, in which the transformations

in genotype and phenotype space represent the process of

genetic differentiation, and the subsequent transformations

in community space represent the unique community com-

position of each family of E. globulus. Using the same plan-

tation forest, differences among races in litter arthropod

communities (Barbour et al. 2009b) and soil nitrate (NO3
))

availability (Bailey et al. 2011) were also detected, demon-

strating broad community and ecosystem phenotypes of

E. globulus. Genetic differentiation along latitudinal gradi-

ents can also affect plant palatability to herbivores

(B. T. Moles, S. P. Bonser, I. R. Wallis & W. J. Foley,

unpublished data). For example, Pennings, Siska & Bertness

(2001) allowed herbivorous insects to choose between con-

specific plants collected from northern and southern envi-

ronments within the United States and reported that

herbivores preferred the northern plants, a pattern which

held across herbivore species. These studies indicate that

genetic differentiation across broad geographic ranges can

result in variation to foliar and litter arthropod communities

and soil nitrogen availability (Bailey et al. in press). Based

on theory established in Shuster et al. (2006), one may

expect that community differences resulting from divergence

in one species (e.g. E. globulus) suggest that all interacting

species are differentiating in a co-evolutionary manner.

However, the frequency and intensity of co-evolution will

vary; co-evolution is most likely to be observed when the

strength of feedbacks is large relative to gene flow. Because

genetic variation interacts with differences in the regional

species pool, strong inferences about the co-evolutionary

dynamics are difficult to make without placing the differenti-
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ated population (e.g. E. globulus) within all potential com-

munities to test for feedbacks (see local adaptation below).

Another way that evolution can affect change in

associated communities is reticulate evolution, which can

occur in hybridizing species complexes. In Populus

(P. angustifolia X P. fremontii), Bailey et al. (in press)

showed that introgression at a single molecular marker

had important effects on associated arthropod communi-

ties; for example, total arthropod richness increased by

23% and gall-forming arthropod abundance increased by

72% on trees carrying the P. fremontii allele at the

molecular marker RFLP-755. Introgression also caused a

56% increase in ramet production and a 51% decrease in

the production of salicortin, an anti-herbivore defensive

compound (Palo 1984; Rehill et al. 2006; Bailey et al.

2007). A multiple regression model indicated ramet pro-

duction, but not salicortin, predicted arthropod abun-

dance, suggesting that the increase in arthropod

abundance was due to increased vegetative branching

(Price 1991). Reticulate evolution can also lead to the

evolution of invasiveness by introduced species (see

review by Ellstrand & Schierenbeck 2000), which is

important because of the large effects these invaders can

have on associated communities and ecosystems. For

example, invasion by a hybrid cordgrass, Spartina alter-

niflora · foliosa, affected sediment properties and associ-

ated communities, increasing sediment organic matter and

decreasing benthic macrofaunal density by 75% (Neira,

Levin & Grosholz 2005). These results indicate that com-

munity phenotypes can be sensitive to even small genetic

changes, suggesting that evolutionary changes in associ-

ated communities may occur more often, and through a

simpler mechanism, than previously thought.

Genetic variation may be expressed and evolutionary pro-

cesses may act in a variety of ways to affect patterns of com-

munity structure and ecosystem function. Moreover, there is

emerging evidence from a variety of taxa, including verte-

brates (e.g. Palkovacs & Post 2008), which clearly indicates

that evolutionary dynamics can operate on ecological time-

scales (Thompson 1998; Hendry &Kinnison 1999; Bohannan

& Lenski 2000; Kinnison & Hendry 2001; Grant & Grant

2002; Yoshida et al. 2003; Hairston et al. 2005).While genetic

variation in one species can have community and ecosystem

consequences, little is understood about whether there are

feedbacks from the community or ecosystem on the fitness

and performance of a focal population, and how these feed-

backs may affect ecological and evolutionary dynamics.

Local adaptation, the co-evolutionary process,
and feedbacks

Genetic differentiation that is a result of natural selection

commonly results in strong patterns of local adaptation.

Local adaptation occurs when individuals born in a given

habitat have higher fitness within that habitat (i.e. ‘home’

environment), than individuals from other habitats (i.e.

‘away’ environments). Such local adaptation may be associ-

ated with factors such as differences in temperature or precip-

itation along elevational or latitudinal gradients. For

example, Clausen, Keck & Hiesey (1940) showed that clones

of sticky cinquefoil (Potentilla glandulosa) performed better

when grown near their native elevation than at other eleva-

tions, suggesting that the populations were adapted to local

abiotic environmental conditions.

Local adaptation can also occur in response to biotic envi-

ronmental variation, and this type of local adaptation can

result in the co-evolutionary process. Local adaptation asso-

ciated with biotic environmental variation is largely associ-

ated with species interactions which vary across a species’

range (Pennings, Siska & Bertness 2001; Thompson 2005;

Johnson et al. 2010; Bailey et al. 2011). For example, John-

son et al. (2010) collected ecotypes of Andropogon gerardii

from across its range and planted them in all home and away

conditions with respect to both soils and arbuscular mycor-

rhizal (AM) fungi inoculates, and showed that ecotypes were

adapted to local soil environments and AM fungi communi-

ties to maximize transfer of the most limiting nutrients

between plants and fungi. Because this study manipulated

ecotype identity in ‘all possible home and away’ environments

from which individuals were collected, it confirms that sub-

populations of A. gerardii had both genetically differentiated

and co-evolved interactions with particular AM fungi strains

in different environments across its range. However, the ‘all

possible home and away’ approach can be financially and

logistically intractable depending upon the number of fami-

lies collected from each population, the number of popula-

tions sampled across the range of the species and the number

of different abiotic and biotic environments that are tested

(Barbour et al. 2009a).

When local adaptation and co-evolution are detected in

genetically differentiated populations (e.g. Johnson et al.

2010), genetically based feedbacks can be inferred because

certain populations display greater fitness and performance

in their ‘home’ environment (biotic and abiotic) vs. an ‘away’

environment. When a population performs better in its home

environment relative to away conditions it experiences a posi-

tive feedback. When a population performs better under away

conditions, it experiences a negative feedback. Similar to the

design of local adaptation studies, experiments to test for

feedbacks would be conducted by establishing common gar-

dens at every location from which a subpopulation was col-

lected; however, in contrast to local adaptation studies,

feedback studies examine the dynamic nature of organisms’

modifying their environment and the fitness consequences of

those modifications.

Feedbacks could be observed in a variety of species interac-

tions, including those between plants and herbivores, plants

and their soil communities, plants and neighbouring plants,

animals and their prey, and many others. It is likely that spe-

cies experience multiple positive and ⁄or negative feedbacks

from many different interactions simultaneously, and under-

standing how multiple feedbacks may interact is largely unin-

vestigated. For example, a plant may experience a positive

feedback in genotype monocultures because it is able to
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cultivate a specific microbial community below-ground

(Johnson et al. 2010); conversely, a plant may experience a

negative feedback in a genotype mixture due to temporal and

spatial partitioning of resource acquisition (Crutsinger et al.

2006). Theoretically, feedbacks with fitness consequences are

implicit in the measurement of the heritability of community

composition because different communities are assumed to

have different fitness consequences for any given species.

However, quantification of such feedbacks requires the exper-

imental manipulation of the associated community and the

subsequent measurement of the original species’ fitness and

performance. Furthermore, even if plant fitness and perfor-

mance change with the removal of the associated community,

understanding the strength of the feedback through time is an

additional challenge.

Trans-generational feedbacks and the eco-evo
dynamic

Feedbacks involving reciprocal interactions of ecology and

evolution over relatively short time-scales have been termed

eco-evo feedbacks, which are defined as occurring when a

population alters its environment (abiotic or biotic) and

those environmental changes influence the fitness of the ori-

ginal population (Post & Palkovacs 2009) or subsequent gen-

erations (i.e. trans-generational feedback, Pregitzer et al.

2010). While community and ecosystem phenotypes clearly

indicate the potential of feedbacks to occur between associ-

ated species, simply detecting a community or ecosystem

phenotype does not specifically examine such interactions or

speak to the dynamic nature of eco-evo feedbacks. Intraspe-

cific genetic variation provides a means for testing how eco-

evo feedbacks affect species and their environments through

time, although it is not technically a prerequisite condition

for eco-evo feedbacks to occur (Post & Palkovacs 2009).

Examples of systems with a high potential for eco-evo feed-

backs include those in which intraspecific genetic variation is

high (Yoshida et al. 2003) or species interactions are contin-

uous throughout the year, rather than intermittent (Palkov-

acs & Post 2008). One example of eco-evo feedbacks comes

from Lankau & Strauss (2007), who showed that genetic

variation for sinigrin content in Brassica nigra is responsible

for a feedback which maintains diversity in plant communi-

ties, due to an intransitive (i.e. rock-paper-scissors) competi-

tive relationship in which high-sinigrin B. nigra individuals

can invade patches of heterospecific neighbours, low-sinigrin

B. nigra individuals can invade patches of high sinigrin

B. nigra, and heterospecific neighbours can invade patches

of low-sinigrin B. nigra. This result indicates that genetic

variation for sinigrin content is responsible for feedbacks

which maintain genetic diversity in B. nigra, and species

diversity in neighbouring plants. This type of experiment is

represented in Fig. 1d, in which genetic variation in B. nigra

for sinigrin content drives changes in the associated plant

community, which in turn affects which genotypes of B.

nigra will perform well in the next generation. While we

recognize that B. nigra may reduce the species diversity by

outcompeting its neighbours in some cases, we discuss this

study to illustrate the potential for genetic differentiation to

cause community changes which feedback to affect traits in

the original species.

Anothermechanism throughwhich transgenerational feed-

backs can operate involves offspring performing better in

their parent’s soil than in an ‘away’ soil environment. For

example, Pregitzer et al. (2010) showed that P. angustifolia

seedlings performed better when grown in soil conditioned by

their parent trees compared with soil conditioned by other

Populus species, even though the ‘home’ soils were the most

N-limited (i.e. highest C : N ratio and highest microbial N

pools, Fig. 2). Because parent species affect soil microbial
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Fig. 2. Genetic variation in Populus can affect soils, and these

changes can feed back to affect fitness and performance of the next

generation of Populus trees. In field and laboratory incubations, con-

densed tannin in litterfall was best related to soil net Nmineralization.

Condensed tannin in litterfall explained 65% of the variation in

annual rates of net N mineralization in soils from 12 stands of gallery

cottonwood forests (a, Schweitzer et al. 2004). Trees with low con-

densed tannins were from the P. fremontii zone, trees with high tan-

nins were from the P. angustifolia zone, with hybrids intermediate, on

average. Soils were collected from all three zones, and P. angustifolia

seedlings were planted in each soil type. P. angustifolia survived best

in its own soil type, even though these soils were themost nutrient lim-

ited; additionally, P. angustifolia also experienced the most mortality

in soils collected from beneath P. fremontii, even though these soils

were the least nutrient limited (b, Pregitzer et al. 2010). Bars represent

the narrow-sense heritability of seedling mortality. Symbols represent

the narrow-sense heritability of performance traits. Originally pub-

lished in Schweitzer et al. (2004), Ecology Letters (a) and Pregitzer

et al. (2010),Evolutionary Ecology (b).
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communities and nutrient cycling (Schweitzer et al. 2004,

2008; Whitham et al. 2006), these results indicate that soils,

which are a common abiotic and biotic environment for both

parents and their offspring, can act as agents of selection

(Pregitzer et al. 2010). In the same sense that we must deter-

mine the relative importance of intraspecific genetic variation,

future studies should investigate the importance of feedbacks

as agents of selection, relative to ‘traditional’ (i.e. unidirec-

tional) ecological and evolutionary factors. Because genetic

variation in one species can have community and ecosystem

phenotypes that affect genetic variation in subsequent genera-

tions, it becomes difficult to determine at which level of orga-

nization (e.g. population, community, or ecosystem) the

relative fitness of an individual depends.

Multi-level selection…whose phenotype is it and
how is selection acting?

While no experimental approach for multi-level selection is

widely accepted, multi-level selection provides an important

theoretical framework for understanding how higher level

selection may influence individual level evolutionary pro-

cesses.Multi-level selection is generally defined as variation in

an individual’s relative fitness that can be partitioned into

within-group and between-group components, with ‘level’

defined by the question to be addressed (Keller 1999; Collins

&Gardner 2009). Partitioning variation in fitness is an impor-

tant approach if we are to model the change in the average

value of a specific character across all individuals, in all spe-

cies, in all communities in an ecosystem (i.e. a phenotype that

is common to all organisms in an ecosystem such as biomass,

plant and soil nutrient content (i.e. carbon, nitrogen, phos-

phorous), body size, or offspring). We recognize that ecosys-

tems are more than a set of communities, and that some

ecosystem properties would go unmeasured even if every

parameter at the community level was assessed. Our

approach is only one method of using the flexible Price equa-

tion to partition across levels of organization. This approach

provides an all-encompassing view of natural selection by rec-

ognizing that organisms are embedded not only in a complex

abiotic environment, but also a matrix of interacting species

in which the phenotype of one organism is the environment of

another (i.e. the relative fitness of an individual depends on

the group to which it belongs). One common theoretical

framework for understandingmulti-level selection is the Price

equation (Price 1972; Frank 1998; Gardner 2008; Collins &

Gardner 2009). The Price equation mathematically describes

change via natural selection in a completely general way and

has recently been applied successfully in the field of commu-

nity ecology (Loreau & Hector 2001; Fox 2006; Collins &

Gardner 2009) and its use for understanding how evolution-

ary processes may alter communities and ecosystem function

may be fundamental.

Consider an ecosystem formed by a set of communities C,

in which each community is assigned a unique index i 2 C.

Each community contains a set of species Si and we assign

each species a unique index j 2 Si. Each species contains a set

of different individual phenotypesPij, to which we assign each

phenotype a unique index k 2 Pij. Notice that for our pur-

poses communities are mutually exclusive groups of species

and phenotypes within an ecosystem, and species are mutu-

ally exclusive groups of individuals within a community.

Communities can be defined in different ways depending on

the character considered and the interest of the researcher as

long as they retain their hierarchical and mutually exclusive

nature.

Let wijk be the fitness of an individual with phenotype k in

species j in community i. The average (arithmetic mean) fit-

ness of all individuals in species j in community i is

wij ¼ EPij
½wijk� (where EA denotes the statistical expectation

taken over the set A). Set A is a generic set which can refer to

phenotypes (P), communities (C), or ecosystems (E). The

average fitness of all species in community i is wi ¼ Esi ½wij�.
The average fitness of all phenotypes in the ecosystem is

�w ¼ Ec Esi EPij
½wijk�

� �� �
.

Let zijk be the value of the character of interest correspond-

ing to phenotype k in species j in community i. The average

value of character z in species j in community i is

zij ¼ EPij
½zijk�. The average value of character z in community

i is zi ¼ ESi
½zij�. The average value of character z in the eco-

system is z ¼ EC½zi� ¼ EC ESi
EPij

½zijk�
� �� � ¼ �z.

Consider the value of the character of interest z and z¢ in
times t1 and t2 respectively. Let Dz = z¢ ) z be the change of

the character value from one generation to the next. A species

changeswhen the frequency of the different phenotypeswithin

the species changes over time. A community changes when its

constituent species change and ⁄or when the frequency of spe-

cies changes over time. Finally, an ecosystem changes when

the frequencyof communities changes over time.

We applied the Price equation (Price 1972; Frank 1998;

Gardner 2008) to model the change in the average value of a

specific character across a whole ecosystem. In particular, the

total effect of selection can be partitioned into among-com-

munity, among-species within communities, and among-phe-

notypes within species of a community (Frank 1998; Gardner

2008):

D�z ¼ EC ESi
CPij

wijk

�w
; zijk

h ih ih i

þ EC CSi

wij

�w
; zij

h ih i
þ CC

wi

�w
; zi

h i

where CA denotes the statistical covariance taken over the set

A. Here, we assumed that there is no environmental induction

or bias in the transmission of a particular phenotype between

generations (i.e. EPij
wijkDzijk
� � ¼ 0) but an additional parti-

tion could be added to account for such changes (Collins &

Gardner 2009).

This equation shows that the change, owing to selection, in

the average value of a character across the whole ecosystem

during the time considered is given by the sum of three terms.

The first term is the covariance between a phenotypic charac-

ter value (zijk) and its fitness relative to the average fitness of

all phenotypes in the ecosystem considered (
wijk

�w ) averaged over

all species and all communities in the ecosystem. This term
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captures whether phenotypes with higher character value

increase or decrease within their species and community and

describes the average change in phenotypic composition

within species. It represents the change in the total or average

phenotype of the ecosystem that can be explained by varia-

tion in fitness within species.

The second term is the covariance between the average

character in each species (zij) and the average fitness of that

species relative to the overall average fitness in the ecosystem

(
wij

�w ) averaged over all communities in the ecosystem. This

term captures whether species with higher character value

increase or decrease within their community and describes the

change in species composition of a community. The third

term is the covariance between the average character in each

community (zi) and the fitness of that community relative to

the average fitness in the ecosystem (wi

�w). This term captures

whether communities with higher character value increase or

decrease within the ecosystem and describes the change in

community composition of an ecosystem. Note that covari-

ance between a trait and fitness need not imply that the trait is

responsible for variation in fitness (Lande & Arnold 1983).

Particularly for more inclusive partitions (i.e. species), strong

covariances among traits make correlated responses to selec-

tion highly likely. For example, average biomass might

change owing to differential extinction of prokaryotes and

eukaryotes driven by a chemical with physiological effects

functionally unrelated to size. Because phenotypic covari-

ances are often different at different levels, partitioning the

Price equation can help expose effects of correlated selection

(Collins &Gardner 2009).

Note also that the average within-species selection might

often be very near zero if different species are changing in

opposite directions. Thus, the degree of inclusiveness, detail,

and manner of partitioning must all be chosen carefully to

most effectively address any specific question. The Price

equation is a ‘statistical tautology’ that follows from the

definitions of the phenotype, fitness, and grouping variables

(Gardner 2008; Collins & Gardner 2009). As such, it is both

general and exact, but does not specify mechanisms or func-

tional forms of selection. The levels-of-selection partition of

the Price equation shows how the contribution of natural

selection to changes at the phenotype, species, and commu-

nity levels can be distinguished and combined additively to

explain the total change of a character value over time. The

equation provides a foundation for creating a theoretical

framework whereby changes in the phenotypic composition

of a population (evolutionary processes) can affect the spe-

cies and community composition of the ecosystem (ecologi-

cal processes) and vice versa through ecological and

evolutionary dynamic feedbacks. Specifically, this partition

allows us to assess eco-evo feedbacks because it separates

the contributions of ecological and evolutionary compo-

nents to the total change. This allows us to determine how

a particular set of evolutionary conditions affects the eco-

logical properties of a community or ecosystem, and vice

versa. Such processes may favour one species or community

over another (sensu Swenson, Wilson & Elias 2000) result-

ing in changing patterns on the landscape. The total change

in a system will be affected most by whichever covariance is

greatest.

Conclusions

In this review, we have synthesized evidence from different

sub-fields of research to provide a broad conceptual frame-

work in which to consider how evolution may impact com-

munities and ecosystems. We focused on five main issues:

(i) Within local populations, intraspecific genetic variation

affects community and ecosystem properties, although these

effects can be dependent on abiotic and biotic environmental

context; (ii) across a species’ range, genetically differentiated

populations have different effects on associated communities,

showing that evolution in one species can drive community

change; (iii) genetically differentiated populations can also

co-evolve interactions with other species, resulting in feed-

backs and strong patterns of local adaptation; (iv) the effects

of feedbacks can alter the environment in a way which affects

future generations; and (v) multi-level selection, which pro-

vides a framework for considering how the fitness of an indi-

vidual depends on the group (i.e. population, community, or

ecosystem) of which it is a part.

The evidence linking genetic variation and evolution to

community change and feedbacks comes from several dif-

ferent approaches whose results have not been synthesized

into one conceptual framework, and whose commonalities

may not be fully understood. Together, this synthesis sug-

gests that the evolutionary and ecological dynamics of sys-

tems are connected through species interactions, specifically

indirect genetic effects and feedbacks, and the consequences

of this ecological-evolutionary linkage begin with the phe-

notype of an individual within a population and extend to

the associated community and ecosystem. Potential research

questions for future studies in this field include: (i) how

does the strength of indirect genetic effects and feedbacks

change over time; (ii) if a feedback alters the fitness and

performance of one species, how does that alter interactions

with other species and the ecosystem functions they medi-

ate; and (iii) what are the consequences of multiple feed-

backs (i.e. feedbacks from insect herbivores, neighbouring

plants, and soil microbial communities) acting on a popula-

tion simultaneously? Understanding the linkages between

evolutionary processes and ecological outcomes is particu-

larly important given the continuing global loss of genetic

variation (Butchart et al. 2010), as well as the potential for

community and ecosystem-level consequences when large

selective events change the range of genetic variation pres-

ent in a species.
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